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ABSTRACT 

Software products have significantly changed the facets of our work and daily life. Software 

products can be seen in the working place, office, car, the Internet, etc. Moreover, almost 

every electronic equipment contains some kind of software and the percentage of software in 

electronic equipment continuously increases. Software helps in running and supporting 

manufacturing industry, education, entertainment, health and financial services, economic 

analysis, research, management activities, and many other domains. Software development 

has already become one of the largest industries in the world i.e. internet and web pages on 

internet is also managed by software industries. Management of web and web pages is known 

as web engineering. If web engineering associated with requirement engineering is known as 

web requirement engineering. Requirement engineering has emerged in order to better 

understand how the software interacts with the other parts of the system, , and what needs to 

be further developed in a systematical way. In this paper, the discussion about the history, 

need, challenges and benefits of the web requirement engineering is discussed.  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION:-  

Web Requirement Engineering [1]:- As software plays a more important role in today's 

systems, more cost and effort are invested in software development. Since the 1970s, people 

have realized that getting the right requirements is a prerequisite for successful software 

development. Gathering, analyzing and proper documentation of essential requirements is an 

important task. Requirement engineering has emerged in order to better understand how the 

software interacts with the other parts of the system, and what needs to be further developed 

in a systematical way.  

Requirements engineering [2]:- it is a process of studying user needs to arrive at a 

definition of system, hardware, or software requirements.In this phase user need taking as a 

input, and by processing we get the output of the process.  Requirement engineers need to 

cooperate with all the stakeholders to develop a more complete list of requirements. It can be 

said that requirements engineering is a “systematic process of developing requirements 

through, an iterative, co-operative process of analyzing the problem, documenting the 

resulting observations in a variety of representation formats and checking the accuracy of the 

understanding gained. requirement engineering is not restricted to the beginning of software 

development. It could extend to the whole software life cycle in order to maintain the 

requirements of the software.  

Requirements engineering [3] is the branch of software engineering that concerned with the 

real-world goals for the functions of and constraints on software systems. It is also concerned 

with the relationship of these factors to precise specifications of software behavior, and to 

their evolution over time and across software families.  

This definition shows the relationship between software engineering and requirement 

engineering. It implies that reuse of requirements can be applied to software families. 
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According to this definition, the process of requirement engineering would continue even 

after the life cycle of a software product in order to facilitate the requirements of succeeding 

products.  

The different definitions of requirement engineering show that requirements have been 

expanded in all aspects including the scope, the life cycle, the activities in the process, and 

the roles involved in the process.  

Requirement Engineering Techniques [4] 

A requirement is defined as a condition or capability that must be met or fulfilled by a system 

to satisfy a contract, standard, specification, or other formally imposed documents. The 

requirements defined for a system should be correct, consistent, verifiable and traceable. , the 

requirements engineering process is seen as a collection of well-defined activities, 

techniques, and transformations that people use to develop requirements of a system, and 

maintain the requirements specification and associated artifacts. Numerous requirements 

engineering process models have been developed in the past two decades, the requirements 

engineering process is seen as a collection of well-defined activities, techniques, and 

transformations that people use to develop requirements of a system, and maintain the 

requirements specification and associated artifacts. Numerous requirements engineering 

process models have been developed in the past two decades 

 

 Requirements Elicitation: Requirements are elicited from different stakeholders.  

 Requirements Analysis and Negotiation: Requirements are analyzed and the problems 

identified are negotiated with the stakeholders.  

 Requirements Documentation: Requirements are documented in appropriate notations.  

 Requirements Verification and Validation: Requirements are verified and validated to 

ensure that the requirements are real needs of stakeholders and are well defined.    

 Requirements Management: Requirements management is highly related to requirements 

changemanagement in this model and includes requirements traceability.    

 

Such techniques are also recommended by some Web methodologies for requirements 

specification of Web applications. It is important to note, that the selection of appropriate 

techniques belongs to the responsibility of the development team and the success of the 

results depends on this team, the group of customers and users that participate in the process. 

Description of some classic techniques to elicit, specify and validate requirements is given. 

These techniques can be more or less suitable for requirement engineering in the Web 

environment. It is very difficult to establish precise criteria to select the most suitable 

techniques. These criteria may include the easiness of learning and using the technique, its 

scalability, its cost, the quality of its results and the time required for its application. For 

example, the use of natural languages in the specification of requirements give less precise 

results than a description done using use cases, which as well are less precise than 

requirements described using formal languages. Techniques like JAD are more time-

consuming and more difficult to use than other techniques like interviewing, but they produce 

results of higher quality. 

 

2. HISTORY OF WEB METHODOLOGIES OF REQUIREMENT ENGINEERING:- 

In this paragraph detailed discussion of development of the web requirement engineering year 

by year. 

 

Web Site Design Method (WSDM) [5]:- WSDM is a user-centered approach for the 

development of Web sites that models the application based, on the information requirements 

of the users groups. Its development process is divided into four phases. 
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a. User modeling where users are classified and grouped in order to study system 

requirements according to each user group. 

b. Conceptual design whereclass diagram is designed to represent the static model of the 

system. 

c. Navigational model to represent the possibilities of navigation. 

d. Implementation design where models of the conceptual design are translated into an 

abstract language easily to be understood by the computer and Implementation, where the 

implementation design result is written in a specific computer language.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1:- Web Methodologies History Year By Year. 

 

Scenario-based Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Methodology(SOHDM) [5]:- The 

SOHDM approach was the first approach stressing the importance of a process that allows 

the analysts to capture and define the applications requirements.  

Relationship-Navigational Analysis (RNA) [5]:- RNA is a methodology that offers a 

sequence of steps to develop Web applications focusing mainly on analysis. Its phases are 

Environment analysis, Element analysis, Meta-knowledge analysis, Navigation analysis, 

Implementation analysis. RNA only provides some guidelines of the actions to be performed 

in each phase. 

Hypermedia Flexible Process Modeling (HFPM) [5]:- The Hypermedia Flexible Process 

Modeling (HFPM) is a wide engineering based approach which includes analysis-oriented 
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descriptive; and prescriptive process modeling strategies. It includes technical, management, 

cognitive and participatory tasks.  

 Problem Description HFPM does not prescribe a concrete technique to perform the 

problem description, e.g. natural language can be used.  

 Description of functional requirements using use cases.  

 Data modeling for the identified use cases. It proposes the design of a class diagram.  

 User interface modeling using sketches and prototypes to be used in the presentation of 

drafts to the customer.  

 Non-functional requirements description, such as security, performance, etc.  

 

Object Oriented Hypermedia Design Model (OOHDM) [5]:- OOHDM is a widely 

accepted method for the development of Web applications whose first versions focused on 

design and did not include requirements engineering. Use cases are used to capture the 

requirements but are considered in OOHDM as ambiguous and insufficient for the definition 

of the requirements that Web applications have, mainly related to the interaction between the 

user and the system.  

UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) [5]:- UWE covers the whole life cycle of Web 

applications and focuses, on adaptive applications. It includes a specific requirement 

engineering phase where requirements elicitation, specification and validation are handled as 

separate activities of the process. 

W2000 [5]:- The development process of W2000 is divided into three phase’s requirements 

analysis, hypermedia design and functional design. The first one is the most interesting for 

our survey. The requirements elicitation starts with an analysis of the different user roles. 

Every identified actor has his own navigation and functional requirements model. The latter 

model is represented by a UML use case model. The navigational requirements are modeled 

in another use case diagram representing the navigation possibilities of the actors. The 

graphics notation is defined as a UML extension.  

Web Modeling Language (WebML)[5,6]:- The Web Modeling Language (WebML) is a 

high-level specification language for hypermedia applications. WebML follows, the style of 

both, Entity-Relationship and UML offering a proprietary notation and a graphical 

representation using the UML syntax. This notation is complemented with a set of activities 

to be performed for the development of Web applications, such as requirements specification, 

data design and hypertext design.  

Navigational Development Techniques (NDT) [7]:- Navigational Development Techniques 

[1] is a technique to specify and analyze the navigation aspects, in Web applications. The 

requirements analysis workflow in NDT starts capturing requirements and studying the 

environment applying interviews, brainstorming and JAD techniques. In a second step the 

system objectives are captured and described. Based on these objectives the system 

requirements are identified.  

NDT classifies them into 

 

 Storage information requirements 

 Actor requirement's  

 Functional requirements 

 Interaction requirements 

 Non-functional requirements  

 

Improved Navigational Development Techniques (INDT):- Improved NDT involves the 

indexing concepts in addition to NDT.As the searching are the most common aspects for any 
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web page. We want our generated page to be getting higher indexing on search engine. For 

this we have improved the NDT tool. 

 

3. NAVIGATIONAL DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES  (NDT) :-  WEB 

METHODOLOGY:- It has been seen that the number of sites that have been rebuilt for 

clients, it's clear that there is still a lot of poor quality work being done and this affects us all. 

From the above statement we can conclude that clients are morel wary and less trustful of 

web developers. Hence there is need to find a methodology that works for web development 

is not easy and making it work is even harder. It is required to select the right path to avoid 

common web project pitfalls. When it comes to web implementations, one size does not-fit 

all. The first common point is that most web methodologies are mainly focused on the design 

and the implementation phases. Design has been the most worked phase and most 

methodologies propose to separate in design three basic aspects, at least [7,8]. 

 The conceptual aspect of the system, which is often, represented using a class diagram. 

 The navigational aspect of the system, which represents how the user can navigate in the 

system.  

 The abstract interface aspect of the system, which indicates how the user can interact with 

the system. 

In general development process in Web Methodologies are presented in figure. The group of 

analysts receives information from the users and customers that allows them to define the 

requirements catalogue. Starting in requirements definition, the conceptual model of the 

system must be designed.' When this model is developed, other models like navigational 

model abstract interface models, etc. are made. These other models are based on the 

conceptual one afterwards, the system is implemented L sing all these models. The 

Implementation is valued by users who detect errors and bugs. This whole process is repeated 

until the suitable final system is obtained.  

 
 

Figure 3.1 General development processes in web methodologies 
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 Web proposals are mainly focused on the design and implementation phases.  

 Most of them are based on the conceptual model. 

 Gap in tool cases. 

 

NDT is a methodology focused on the first phases of the life cycle. Its development process 

can be defined as a bottom-up process. It is focused on a very detail requirements definition 

guided by objectives, which covers three sub phases: requirements capture, requirements 

definition and requirements validation. 

 

3.2   NDT Development Process  

It is quite different from the process in figure 3.1. The NDT process only covers the first 

phases in the life cycle. Its proposed models (conceptual, navigational, abstract interface 

models) are independent and it is necessary to stick out that workflows in NDT, which are 

represented with continuous arrows in figure 3.2, are systematic workflows. These workflows 

can be even automatic if the-development team uses NDT-Tool, which is a case tool that let 

apply the NDT process. The process starts by defining objectives. Using a described 

procedure, requirements are captured and defined. Requirements are classified and dealt with 

depending on whether they are: information storage requirements, interaction requirements, 

etc. When requirements validated, the NDT process continues defining three models:  

 Conceptual model 

 Navigational model  

 Abstract interface model 

 
Figure:3.2 NDT development process 

 

The most important characteristic of the NDT process is that the way to go from requirements 

to models is systematic and makes each model independent. It is systematic because NDT 

offers algorithms which indicate how each model has to be obtained from the requirements 

definition. And they are independent because although different models are related between 

them, because all of them represent an aspect of the same system, each of them can be 

obtained independently from the requirements. It is not necessary to model the conceptual 
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schema, to design, the navigational or the abstract interface model.  

From these models, some evaluated' prototypes can be obtained. These prototypes can be 

valued by users and customers. In this section, the NDT process is finished. Starting with the 

developed models and making sure that they are correct, the development team can apply 

other web methodologies like UWE or OOHDM in order to continue the development 

process.  

The main goal of NDT is to offer a systematic process to get models which other accepted 

web methodologies use as the base to their development process and to guarantee the quality 

of these models given techniques and metrics to validate the results. NDT is a methodological 

procedure to get design models from the users' requirements. In the next sections, NDT 

development process is going to be presented in a more concrete way.  

 Requirements treatment [9]:The first workflow in the NDT process is the requirements 

treatment. In this workflow, system requirements have to be described. The process starts. 

by studying the environment and defining system objectives. When they are defined, 

information storage necessities have to be studied.  

     In this second activity, the analyst has to determine what kind of information the system 

has to store and how it is structured.  

    A web information system can be very different depending on the actor who interacts with 

it. Thus, the third activity in NDT is to study possible actors. In this activity actors ate 

classified, possible roles are defined and relations and incompatibilities between them are 

detected. After that, functional internal necessities are studied. Using use cases, functional 

options that the system has to offer to each role are described.  

 The conceptual model development [9]:The concise and structured description of 

requirements given by patterns lets design models systematically. In this way, the 

conceptual model can be obtained from patterns defined in the second activity in the 

requirements treatment. To continue with the present research community tendency [2], 

the conceptual model is represented using a class diagram in UML. According to the UML 

authors, when a static model of a system is developed using a class diagram, it is used to, 

get one of these aims: to represent the vocabulary and the limits of the system, to model 

simple collaborations between elements in the system or to model the logical scheme of 

the database. In NDT, like in other web methodologies, the class model gets the first and 

the second aims, and although the conceptual model can be used as a base to develop the 

database, this step is, not included in the NDT process.  

 The navigational model development [9]:The navigational model represents how the 

user is going to visualize the, storage information in the system and how he/she will be 

able to navigate through it. This description has been accepted in most of web 

methodologies. However, there is not a standard representation of this model [2,10]. The 

most widespread idea in the research community is to use a class model with special 

classes like nodes, links, menus, etc. After doing an exhaustive comparative study [10], 

NDT has assumed the- U WE approach [3] because it seems the most suitable for us. This 

proposal offers an elms diagram extension based on UML where the navigational model is 

a special class, diagram with special classes: nodes, links, queries, menus, guided routes 

and indexes. This navigational model. is quite easy to be understood because it is based on 

UML and offers enough semantic to represent all the system: navigational structure. 

Starting with interaction requirements patterns and mainly with visualization prototypes 

patterns; a definition of nodes, indexes, routes,guides, menus and links is obtained in a 

systematic way, in automatic wav if NDT-Tool is used. From phrases patterns more links 

and queries can be determined.  

 The abstract interface model development [9]:The abstract interface model let’s 

represent how the user will interact with the system. Again, interaction requirements are 
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the base to obtain it. Nowadays, the conceptual and the navigation model are completely 

defined in NDT and also algorithms, that allow to get them. However, the abstract 

interface model is still being developed. There are a lot of tendencies to represent this 

model and NDT research group is evaluating them to decide which is the best one and if it 

could be included in the NDT process or if it is necessary to introduce a new one. This 

phase has not been developed completely yet, it could be possible to find the necessity of 

extending any available proposals, like UWE to get a more suitable approach.  

 

3.2 NDT-Tool :- 

NDT-Tool[11,14] is a case tool which allows to apply NDT algorithms and techniques and to 

generate results, documents and models automatically. Nowadays, only requirements phase is 

completely codified, but some algorithms and models of the next phases are already 

implemented.  

The first form in N17I' offers a global menu with several options:  

 Management project: this option allows adding, modifying or deleting web projects into 

the tool. Each project has a short description, which will be automatically included in the 

output documents. 

 Requirements are treatment: this option let’s apply all techniques and models proposed 

by NDT requirements phase. It allows to complete objectives and requirement 'patterns 

and to check any inconsistence. It also offers the possibility of making the traceability 

matrix, which allows to value requirements. When this phase is finished, NDT-Tool can 

generate the requirements catalogue. It generates a word .document with -a defined 

structure that includes all pattern definitions; the participants in the system development, 

an index, a cover, etc.  

 Conceptual model option:this option, takes patterns definition in the requirements phase, 

and automatically generates a class diagram from them. It also generates a dictionary 

which describes classes in class diagram in a more concrete way.  

 Navigational model option: this option generates a navigational model using the 

definition in patterns. To represent this model, the proposal of UWE has been used. Also, a 

dictionary which describes the navigational motel can be generated. 

 Interface model option:this option generates the in the face model and a document which 

describes its elements. This last option rust generates some evaluated prototypes. Our idea 

is to generate these prototypes in JAVA, but nowadays this option has not been developed 

yet.  

 

3.3 Real  Projects Developed with NDT and NDT-Tool  

Since 2001, when NDT[13] started to be developed it has been applied to several real 

projects. These applications to the real environment in public and private companies are a 

good feedback for us. The real applications with real customers and users let validate the 

NDT techniques, patterns, models, results and models.  

The first real project developed with NDT was the system to Manage Monuments in 

Andalusia [10]. This system was developed in 2001 in collaboration between the department 

of Computer Languages and Systems and the Historical Patrimony Andalusia Institute [10]. 

In this case, only the requirements phase of NDT was applied but the results was very 

interesting because we could value that patterns are a good technique to make easy the 

communication with costumers and users. The collaboration was so good, that NDT has been 

applied to others systems in this institution the web system to manage the Thesaurus of 

Historical Patrimony [10], the web system to Generate Automatically Cultural Routes in 

Andalusia [10], etc. also has been applied in private companies. For instances, it was applied 

in several projects with the company Sadiel S.A. developed during 2002 and 2003.  
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3.4 Model Driven Engineering Paradigm (MDE)  

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE)[11,12] advocates the use of 'models and model 

transformations as the key features in all phases of software' development, from system 

specification and analysis over design to implementation and testing. Each model usually 

addresses one concern, independently of the rest of the issues involved in the construction of 

the system. Thus, the basic functionality of the system can be separated from its final 

implementation; the business logic can be separated from the underlying platform technology 

etc. The transformations between models enable the automated implementation of a system 

right from the different Models defined for it.  

The Model Driven Engineering paradigm (HIDE) came rip in order to tackle the 

complexity of platforms and the inability of third generation languages to relief this 

complexity and effectively express the domain concepts of the problem. This new paradigm 

apart from raising the level of abstraction, intends to increase automation during the life cycle 

of software development.  

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA), as a platform to support the paradigm of Model-Driven 

Engineering. The main ideas of MDA consist in dividing the specification of the system 

functionality from its implementation on a specific technology platform, as well as control-

the evolution from abstract models to implementations. Thus, the degree of automation 

usually increases. MDA proposes to base, the software development on models which, make 

transformations be performed to generate code or another model with characteristics of a 

particular technology (or lowest level of abstraction). As transformations go on, it may, be 

noticed that the models become more concrete and the abstract model changes into another 

one compatible with a particular technology or platform. 

 MDA is based on three types of levels or models:  

 Computation-Independent Model level (CIM) 

 Platform-Independent Model level (PIM) 

 Platform-Specific Model level (PSM)  

 

 
Figure 3.3 Model-Driven Web Engineering 
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3.5 NDT & NDT-Suite 

The proposed Initially, NDT dealt with the definition of a set of formal Metamodels for the 

requirements and analysis phases. In addition, NDT defined a set of derivation rules, stated 

with the standard (Query/View/Transformation language) QVT, which generated the analysis 

models from requirements model [13,14,].  

Nowadays, NDT defines a set of Metamodels for every phase of the lifecycle of software 

development: the feasibility study phase, the requirements phase, the analysis phase, the 

design phase, the implementation phase, the testing phase, and finally, the maintenance 

phase. Besides, it states new transformation rules to systematically generate models. Figure 

3.4 shows the first part of the NDT lifecycle.  

The main goal of the Requirements phase is to build the catalogue of requirements containing 

the, needs of the system to be developed. It is divided into a series of activities: capture, 

definition and validation of requirements.  

NDT classifies project requirements according to their nature: information storage 

requirements, functional requirements, actor requirements, interaction requirements and non-

functional requirements.All these transformations through the stereotype QVT 

Transformation is shown in figure 3.4 Figure 3.4 Transformations from Requirements to 

Analysis and from Requirements to Testing. Figure 3.4 Transformations from Requirements 

to Analysis and from Requirements to Testing. 

  
Figure 3.4 Transformations from Requirements to Analysis and from Requirements to 

Testing. 

 

3.6 NDT-Suite 

The application of 'MBE' and, particularly, the application of transformations among models 

may become monotonous and very expensive if there are no software tools automating the 

process[14,15]. To meet this need, NDT has defined a set of supporting tools called NDT-

Suite. Currently, the suite of NDT comprises the following free Java tools:  

 NDT-Profile is a specific profile for NDT, developed using Enterprise Architect 

(Enterprise Architect, 2010). This tool offers the chance of having all the artifacts that, 
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define NDT easily and quickly as they are integrated within the tool Enterprise Architect. 

 NDT-Quality is a tool that automates most of the methodological review of a project 

developed with NDT-Profile. It checks both, the quality of using NDT methodology in each 

phase of software life cycle and the quality of traceability of MDE rules of NDT. It also 

provides a report in different formats which describes the inconsistencies found during the 

review.  

 NDT-Driveris the key tool for carrying out the transformations among NDT models. It 

implements a set of automated procedures that enables to perform all transformations MDE 

among the different model of NDT that were described in the previous section.  

 NDT-Prototype is a tool designed to automatically generate a set of XHTML prototypes 

from the navigation models, described in the analysis phase, of a project developed with 

NDT-Profile. These prototypes constitute the prototype design model described in the 

previous Section.  

 NDT-Glossary implements an automated procedure that generates the first instance of the 

glossary of terms of a project developed by means of NDT-Profile tool. The glossary of 

terms is generated from the requirements defined in the project  

 NDT-Checkeris the only tool in NDT-Suite that it is not based on the MDE paradigm. This 

tool includes a set of sheets different of each product of NDT. These sheets give a set of 

checklists that should be manually reviewed with users in requirements reviews.  

 

3.7 NDT-Driver 

NDT-Driver[13,14] is one of the main tools of NDT methodology. It is completely based on 

NDT-Profile. 

NDT-Driver is developed in Java and implements a set of automatic procedures for carrying 

out each of the QVT transformations defined in NDT. It generates the analysis models from 

requirements, the design models from the analysis, and the tests models from requirements. 

In addition, NDT-Driver allows obtaining the model requirements from the requirements 

gathered in the feasibility study phase of the project. Furthermore, NDT-Driver can be used 

in projects using both, a sequential lifecycle and an evolutionary lifecycle. Once 

transformations to perform have been selected, models to generate can be chosen.  

To support projects with evolutionary development cycles, NDT-Driver allows the models 

previously selected to be rebuilt and updated. For example, if all storage requirements have 

already been defined in the requirements phase, the conceptual model of the analysis phase 

can be generated. Then, if it is noticed that any storage requirement is not defined according 

to the user's needs, it is not completely necessary to rebuild the content model because the 

tool will update it. NDT-Driver also provides support for projects that develop business 

systems with service-oriented architecture (SOA).  

 

4.   CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK :-  
In this paper, I discussed about the growth of world wide web, nature of web pages, how web 

pages are part of software engineering, first phase of software engineering i.e. requirement 

engineering, requirement engineering’s techniques, their combination with the web pages 

which are known as web requirements engineering, history of web methodology of 

requirement engineering, various methods used in web site designing, navigational 

development techniques, improved navigational development techniques, various phases and 

tools used in navigational development techniques. I also discuss the NDT development 

process, NDT tools, Real project developed with NDT and NDT Tool, Model driver 

engineering paradigm, NDT suite and NDT driver. In this paper, all the fact about web 

requirement engineering are collected in a single place. This paper will be very helpful for the 

beginners who will start working with the web requirement engineering. As a conclusion, we 
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can say this paper will be very helpful for the industry and people will not go here and there 

for the information about the web requirement engineering. 
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